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 3rd edition. 'The ideal way to start learning a language is to study a dictionary and a language book simultaneously. -Peter Rada,
Czech teacher' Copyright notice: Original material is copyright to the authors or. All rights reserved. Use of this material is

restricted to non-commercial. All other rights reserved by the original copyright owners. Longman Student Intermediate
Vocabulary 'Longman Student Intermediate Vocabulary The Longman Student Intermediate Vocabulary is designed to meet the

needs of students in Key Stage 2 (age 11-14). It covers the KS2 national curriculum in English at the more advanced
intermediate level of understanding. Includes classroom ready reading passages, vocabulary to match, matching questions and an

activity related to the topic and a whole range of additional features such as the Spelling Zone, useful grammar tips and hints
and glossaries to help students build their vocabulary. Also included is an analysis of the vocabulary and word usage in the text,
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and advice on how to use the text in homework and revision. The Longman Student Intermediate Vocabulary is a companion for
the longer, more comprehensive Longman Student. Longman Student Advanced Vocabulary The Longman Student Advanced

Vocabulary is designed to meet the needs of students in Key Stage 3 (age 14-17). It covers the KS3 national curriculum in
English at the more advanced advanced level of understanding. Includes classroom ready reading passages, vocabulary to match,
matching questions and an activity related to the topic and a whole range of additional features such as the Spelling Zone, useful
grammar tips and hints and glossaries to help students build their vocabulary. Also included is an analysis of the vocabulary and

word usage in the text, and advice on how to use the text in homework and revision. The Longman Student Advanced
Vocabulary is a companion for the longer, more comprehensive Longman Student. The Longman Student Junior and Senior

Vocabularies have been designed to meet the needs of students in Key Stage 4 (age 16-18) and Key Stage 5 (age 18-21)
respectively. The Junior Vocabulary is an easy-to-use, up-to-date vocabulary containing over 10,000 words and phrases,

covering the English GCSE curriculum. All the words are in alphabetical order and accompanied by a one-line definition, an
example of use, a listening exercise and exercises at both the basic and intermediate levels. The Junior Vocabulary also includes

comprehensive definitions in two key areas: functional and academic vocabularies, plus an 82157476af
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